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4D dimensional printing is a developed technology for the fabrication of complex structures based on 3D printing where
stimuli-responsive materials take part in a production of static structures that can change its form or function when exposed
to a determined stimulus. This poster aims to give a brief overview of the materials and process used for 4D printing.:
3D printing or Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a layer upon layer production process. Different types of additive manufacturing which can be assigned by
fabrication material like liquid-based, solid-based and powder-based [1,2]. stimuli-responsive active smart materials or Shape Memory Polymers (SMP’s) are used,
nowadays, in 3D printing for part fabrication [3,4]. Due to structural change into the original form in the outer environment stimulus these polymers are
considered under the smart materials class.

Healthcare applications of 4D printing
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With the help of 4D printer it is become possible to replace abnormal and necrotic
tissues/organs, providing solutions to serious tissue/organ deficit [8,9,16].
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Smart valve printing which can react
in accordance with temperature of
the fluid. [6]

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. Valve’s shape change after
applying stimulus. [15]

Figure 7
Tracheobronchial splints [18]

Conclusion.
Even though the 4D printing process is a new technology and not many materials
and stimulus have been discovered, there are a lot of ongoing projects to find
out new structures and technologies for 4D printing. With the help of new
materials, it will be possible to produce all organs and replace tissues.
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